The talk will focus on the use, both near-term and more futuristic, of nanomaterials for defense applications. Unlike commercial applications which seek to utilize nanotechnology to make products more marketable (longer hitting golf clubs/baseball bats, superior cosmetics, tougher automotive components, etc), the Department of Defense (DoD) is only concerned about providing the Warfighter with the most advanced technologies available. Therefore, DoD's impetus for exploring nanotechnology is primarily for enhanced lethality or increased survivability. Nanophase and nanostructured materials will be discussed, with an emphasis on the differences between the two. I will highlight some interesting work in areas such as pyrotechnics, energetics, and armor. Topics to be discussed range from semi-mature technologies which are on the verge of insertion into end items to futuristic (pie-in-the-sky) technologies for future forces.
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